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Abstract 

This study investigates the level of effectiveness that the process genre approach has on increasing and 
decreasing Saudi advanced EFL undergraduates’ Complexity, Accuracy, and Fluency (CAF) in reaction writing. 
Sixteen level six participants were recruited from the College of Languages and Translation at Al-Imam 
Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University. All participants undertook a pre-test and a post-test on reaction writing. 
After collecting 32 essays, they were analyzed based on 55 indices of CAF, and then a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank 
Test was applied to compare each CAF construct/sub-construct measure’s mean in the pre-test with its mean in 
the post-test, and between the total mean of all measures for each CAF construct/sub-construct in the pre-test 
with their total means in the post-test. The findings showed that there were no significant total or partial impacts 
of the process genre approach on participants’ reaction essay syntactic complexity, lexical density, lexical 
sophistication, and fluency. However, the results indicated that there were only partial effects of the approach 
(across some measures) on participants’ reaction essay lexical variation and accuracy. Finally, the study yields 
several pedagogical implications and recommendations for EFL writing instructors, educators, and researchers. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The Importance of the Process Genre Approach and CAF Measures 

In recent years, studies dedicated to EFL writing have been growing in number due to the rapid orientation of the 
importance of learning English in Arab countries. Since this field is recognized as a promising and distinctive 
terrain in applied linguistics, it begins to occupy the center of EFL research. In fact, EFL researchers constantly 
seek to develop writing as it is considered one of the most vital skills in the English language. The recent surge 
of interest in EFL writing leads researchers to investigate and develop approaches to improve and trace learners’ 
writing development (Voon, 2007). To achieve a good command of linguistic knowledge and improve contextual 
knowledge, researchers (Pourdana & Behbahani, 2012; Yang & Sun, 2015; Zhang, 2018) advocate the use of the 
process genre approach. Arteaga-Lara (2017) argued that the process genre approach is the most practical 
approach that can be demonstratively adopted in writing courses. 

Writing is a task that requires practicing and acquiring a set of structures that improve the development of 
learners’ CAF in the target language (Pourdana & Behbahani, 2012). Lambert and Kormos (2014) reported that 
one of the research topics currently attracting the attention of EFL researchers is how to investigate the 
development of EFL learners’ writing in terms of CAF. For this reason, the current study explored the impact of 
the process genre approach on developing CAF aspects of Saudi EFL learners’ reaction essays. Thus, CAF 
constructs and sub-constructs were used to measure learners’ progress through using the process genre approach 
as a strategy for teaching writing.  

As a matter of fact, no one ignores the importance of developing English writing skills since it is considered one 
of the fundamental goals of the colleges/departments of English in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, it is sensible to 
expose learners to the best methods that are thought to improve performance. Al Fadda (2012) argued that, 
though there are some noticeable efforts to develop learners’ writing skills, it seems that Saudi learners lack 
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some of the fundamental aspects of writing English. She maintained that numerous studies support the fact that 
those learners suffer from problems in composing a well-organized piece of text. Alghizzi (2017) emphasized 
that, though EFL instructors are constantly trying to develop EFL writers, their efforts are limited to examining, 
for example, the impact of applying various types of tools (e.g., blogs, mind-mapping software, websites), 
contexts (e.g., traditional, blended, and virtual classrooms), and supplementary materials (e.g., Alnufaie & 
Grenfell, 2012; Bukhari, 2016; Fageeh, 2011; Grami, 2012; McMullen, 2009; Sayed, 2010). Additionally, in 
another study, Alghizzi (2012) confirmed that Saudi EFL instructors do not employ a specific writing approach 
to teach writing. Instead, they followed a combination of different methods to accomplish the task.  

McMullen (2009) confirmed that writing instructors and EFL learners in Saudi Arabia face difficulties regarding 
the development of writing skills. He also noted that many Saudi writing instructors agreed that writing “always 
represent[s] a unique challenge [for them and] for Saudi EFL students” (p. 418). Alghizzi (2017) claimed that, in 
order to overcome difficulties related to EFL writing skills, research should address issues related to teaching and 
learning contexts and approaches related to the development of CAF constructs and sub-constructs. According to 
him, such an approach to study would provide educators with ways to deal with learners’ weaknesses and track 
their development through the learning process. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

It can be seen from the aforementioned points that there are three main problems that may justify the intention to 
start such a valuable investigation of EFL learners’ CAF development. First, teaching writing in Saudi is not 
usually assigned to writing specialists. The reason for this is that all instructors should reach the quorum 
assigned to faculty (16 hours), and, therefore, some faculty teach writing not because they really want to, but 
because they must fulfill their quorum. As a result, this would eliminate learners’ self-autonomy towards writing 
and increase EFL learners’ writing weaknesses (Alghizzi, 2012, 2017). Second, which is also related to the 
generally inexperienced EFL writing instructors, is that they typically employ the common methods for assessing 
writing: analytic and holistic. According to Hosseini and Mowlaie (2016), holistic scoring requires evaluators to 
read the paper and then rate it as a whole, assigning single scores based on an impression. This method is 
criticized for being subjective and for scores not being justified. Moreover, there is no feedback for the learner. 
As for the analytic method of assessment, raters develop specific criteria for evaluating the text in light of 
discrete components such as content, organization, vocabulary, grammar, and mechanics (e.g., Jacob, Zingraf, 
Warmuth, Hartfiel, & Hughey, 1981). Some researchers criticize the analytic method for being time-consuming, 
subjective, isolating features from the context, and focusing on specified aspects of the performance, which 
require raters to concentrate on the part rather than the whole. Alghizzi (2017) emphasized that the two methods 
fail to specify the levels of development of students’ writing ability in the light of CAF constructs.  

The third issue related to conducting this study is that there is a paucity of research on tracing the writing 
development of EFL learners’ CAF and its relation to the process genre approach. To be specific, there is almost 
no research addressing the role of the process genre approach in developing Saudi EFL learners’ CAF. In terms 
of using CAF constructs to investigate Saudi EFL learners’ writing development, there is only one study, 
undertaken by Alghizzi (2017), who traced the development of CAF in L2 writing using different writing 
contexts: blended learning, traditional learning, and online learning. Arteaga-Lara (2017) argued that studies that 
take into account EFL learners’ CAF development with regard to powerful approaches, such as the process genre 
approach, are much scarcer.  

1.3 Relevant Related Literature 

There has been some debate among researchers over defining the term writing. For Hammad (2014), writing is a 
process that “involves a series of forward and backward movements between the writer’s ideas and the written 
text” (p. 1). Şahin (2010) confirmed that writing is “a behavior including various closely interrelated complex 
skills such as punctuation, handwriting, spelling, creativity, and self-expression as well as specific writing 
components such as grammar, mechanics, production, order of writing, linguistics, and understanding” (p. 777). 
Coulmas (2003) contended that the difficulty in defining writing is related to its long history, its importance, and 
the multiple meanings of English words. Yi (2009) argued that defining writing may depend on the experience of 
some teachers, educators, or researchers, the context (situation, setting, task and materials), the goal of the 
method, or learners’ characteristics.  

Alghizzi (2017) confirmed that numerous approaches have been suggested to teach EFL learners (e.g., the 
Audio-Lingual Method, Suggestopedia, the Silent Way, the Communicative Approach, Community Language 
Learning, and the Comprehension Approach). However, teaching English in the Arab world currently depends on 
only one or two of these approaches. Moreover, Al-Seghayer (2014, 2015) claimed that the Grammar Translation 
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and the Audio-Lingual approaches are among the top used methods in Saudi Arabia. He emphasized that these 
approaches have proven to be insufficient for improving EFL learners because they encourage the use of 
translation, drilling and memorization. According to Alghizzi (2011, 2012), the constant use of these approaches 
in teaching writing would constitute robust evidence for EFL learners’ weaknesses. He also noted that the native 
language is used as the medium of instruction, which contributes to the development of some serious linguistic 
problems such as applying Arabic structures to English writing (cf. Al-Nofaie, 2010). Furthermore, Alghizzi 
(2011, 2012) claimed that Saudi EFL instructors do not actively use approaches that are pedagogically designed 
to teach writing. Such approaches are described in detail below. 

1.3.1 Writing Approaches 

Though a vast number of approaches have been proposed to develop EFL learners, Nunan (2000) emphasized 
that process and product approaches are among the most commonly used writing approaches. The product 
approach, which emerged first, views learners as passive individuals who are expected to respond to the 
teacher’s instructions. The principles of this approach were derived from the behaviorist approach in which 
learners should produce an accurate text based on the imitation of teachers’ input. Nunan (2000) maintained that 
linguistic knowledge is greatly emphasized but imagination and innovative ideas are neglected in this approach. 
As a reaction to the product approach, Swales (1990) recommended the use of the process approach, which 
values learners’ participation and the composition of ideas. This approach is based on communicative theory and 
cognitive psychology, which greatly encourage the role of learners’ engagement in the classroom. However, a 
key disadvantage of this approach is that it enhances writing fluency at the expense of other linguistic skills and 
writing mechanics (Swales, 1990).  

In the same vein, in the 1980s, another approach appeared, the genre approach, and this emphasized the role of 
communicative purposes in social and cultural contexts (Swales, 1990). In this approach, the instructor is 
dominant in the classroom and directs learners’ compositions. The text formats, styles and conventions for a 
given genre are foregrounded in this style of instruction. Badger and White (2000) criticized this approach for 
disregarding the basic writing requirements: accuracy and linguistic knowledge. They then proposed a new 
approach that combined the fruitful elements of the previously mentioned approaches: the process genre 
approach. This approach maximizes the use of linguistic knowledge, contextual knowledge and writing skills. 
Thus, linguistic knowledge is connected to contexts and meaningful situations. 

Leki, Cumming and Silva (2008) set out five steps for this approach. First, the teacher creates a social situation 
and the students are asked to figure out its purpose. Then, the teacher presents a model text and explains the 
structure of the text and how is it constructed to fulfill a communicative situation. Following this, the teacher 
directs the students’ attention to both linguistic and contextual knowledge in the text. Now, students are able to 
form their own ideas into written texts. Finally, students are expected to produce their final draft in light of 
teachers’ feedback. According to Zhang (2018), these steps enable students to concentrate on language, content 
and contexts. Moreover, this approach incorporates learner-centered learning that encourages effective 
communication between the teacher and students and which enables the teacher to identify learners’ needs. 
Zhang (2018) maintained that this way of working would contribute effectively to providing students with 
confidence and positive attitudes toward writing skills. 

These pioneering studies concerning the process genre approach, carried out by linguistics researchers, have 
inspired EFL applied linguistics research. EFL writing development research has reported the effectiveness of 
the process genre approach in enhancing the writing competence of EFL learners (e.g., Babalola, 2012; Garnica 
& Torres, 2015; Handayani & Siregar, 2013; Tuyen, Osman, Dan, & Ahmad, 2016; Voon, 2007). For example, 
Arteaga-Lara (2017) conducted a study to examine the effectiveness of the process genre approach for 
developing fourth grade EFL learners in writing narrative paragraphs. By analyzing learners’ essays, the findings 
supported the role of the process genre approach in improving EFL learners’ writing. Additionally, Zhang (2018) 
investigated the change in EFL learners’ levels of self-efficacy in process genre academic writing instruction. 
During a period of 14 weeks, 59 students participated in the study. Results showed that participants’ self-efficacy 
improved significantly.  

1.3.2 Complexity, Accuracy and Fluency  

Housen and Kuiken (2009) argued that diverse elements can be traced in learners’ development in learning 
writing, such as CAF constructs. They maintained that the three constructs are believed to represent essential 
criteria for assessing learners’ written and oral productions. As such, they can be used as an effective indicator of 
EFL learners’ development. Different definitions have been proposed for CAF constructs by many researchers, 
but these definitions seem to fail to provide a straightforward overview of what may constitute the constructs. 
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Norris and Ortega (2009) admitted that “researchers have not done sufficient thinking about what [they] are 
measuring and why” (p. 560). Alghizzi (2017) argued that these definitions do not actually provide a thorough 
understanding of CAF constructs for two reasons: 1) they lack some theoretical basis and 2) they cannot be used 
for both speaking and writing.  

The term complexity, the first construct, is identified by many researchers as a difficult term to define for being 
multidimensional and being subject to varying interpretations. For example, Bulté and Housen (2015) stated that 
“there is no commonly accepted definition of complexity” (p. 22). In this study, complexity is interpreted with 
respect to two dimensions: syntactic complexity and lexical complexity. According to Wolfe-Quintero, Inagaki, 
and Kim (1998), syntactic complexity “means that a wide variety of both basic and sophisticated structures are 
available and can be accessed quickly, whereas a lack of complexity means that only a narrow range of basic 
structures are available or can be accessed” (p. 69). Ortega (2003) viewed syntactic complexity as “the range of 
forms that surface in language production and the degree of sophistication of such forms” (p. 492). As for lexical 
complexity, Wolfe-Quintero et al. (1998) defined it as when “a wide variety of basic and sophisticated words are 
available and can be accessed quickly, whereas a lack of complexity means that only a narrow range of basic 
words are available or can be accessed” (p. 102). In fact, there was no agreement between researchers regarding 
what to include or exclude in defining the term. However, the term lexical complexity can be best interpreted 
according to these sub-constructs: lexical density, lexical sophistication, and lexical diversity (Alghizzi, 2017). 
Bulté and Housen (2015) defined lexical density as the number of lexical words divided by the total number of 
words. As for lexical sophistication, this refers to the percentage of sophisticated words in a text. The third 
sub-construct, lexical variation, “can be measured by the simple type/token ratio (TTR)” (Lindqvist, 
Gudmundson, & Bardel, 2013, p. 11).  

The second construct, accuracy, is generally related to competence in using the grammatical rules of the 
language. Ellis (2003) argued that accuracy is “the extent to which the language produced in performing a task 
conforms with target language norms” (p. 339). Skehan (1998) assumed that the term refers to the extent to 
which the language produced follows the target language rules. Some researchers (see de Bot, Lowie, & 
Verspoor, 2007; Verspoor, De Bot, & Lowie, 2011) think that accuracy is more related to the accurate use of 
specific forms in a language. The last construct, fluency, is defined by Pourdana and Behbahani (2012) as 
learners’ capability to produce language without any pauses or hesitations. Hence, it can be assessed by 
measuring the length of the run, pause length, and false starts or repetitions. According to Abdel Latif (2013), 
writing fluency refers to the “ability to produce texts in large chunks or spans and is optimally measured through 
using the length of writers’ translating episodes or production units” (p. 104). Dobao (2012) confirmed that 
fluency is the “length of the text” (p. 47). Polio (2001) argued that fluency of writing can be measured by 
comparing the text to the performance of native speakers. Nonetheless, these constructs and sub-constructs are 
defined, in this study, according to the writing measures employed in the methodology. 

Skehan (1998) confirmed that most research that employs CAF (either separated or in combination) to develop 
EFL learners tackles topics either related to second language acquisition or performance testing. Recent research, 
nonetheless, has activated the use of CAF in terms of longitudinal development or has premised CAF as within a 
dynamic systems theory framework (Vercellotti, 2015). For instance, Pourdana and Behbahani (2012) intended 
to explore the effect of three types of language assessment tasks (Topic Writing, Picture Description, and Text 
Reconstruction) on developing the accuracy, fluency and complexity of Iranian EFL learners’ writing skills. An 
Analysis of Variances (ANOVA) revealed that a higher degree of accuracy and complexity was noticed when the 
participants were actively engaged in Topic Writing tasks, and fluency increased when they were engaged in 
Picture Writing tasks. 

Yang and Sun (2015) conducted a longitudinal study to explore the development of CAF in five undergraduate 
multilingual learners’ writing throughout an academic year. Results showed that CAF measurements can be used 
as valid indices of multilingual development. Another recent study was undertaken by Ahmadi and Meihami 
(2017) which investigated the developmental trajectories of CAF in ESP learners’ writing ability in two 
conditions: using topical knowledge, and general knowledge, from a dynamic systems theory perspective. The 
findings showed that complexity development remained the same in both conditions: general knowledge and 
topical knowledge. Nonetheless, learners had a higher index of accuracy and fluency in topical essays. As for the 
Saudi context, Alghizzi (2017) investigated the role of four factors: proficiency levels, text types, time scales, 
and learning environments on the writing complexity, accuracy, and fluency of EFL Saudi learners. The CAF 
constructs were used to track the writing skills development of 6 groups of EFL learners under three conditions: 
Traditional Learning Context (TLC), Blended Learning Context (BLC), and Online Learning Contexts (OLC). 
The learners’ essays were analyzed using two statistical tests: t-test and ANOVA. The results showed that 
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proficiency levels and the three learning contexts (TLC, BLC, OLC) produced different effects on improving 
CAF constructs in both writing tasks.  

1.4 Research Questions 

1) To what extent is the process genre approach effective in developing/deteriorating Saudi advanced EFL 
undergraduates’ syntactic complexity when writing reaction essays?  

2) To what extent is the process genre approach effective in developing/deteriorating Saudi advanced EFL 
undergraduates’ lexical complexity when writing reaction essays?  

3) To what extent is the process genre approach effective in developing/deteriorating Saudi advanced EFL 
undergraduates’ accuracy when writing reaction essays?  

4) To what extent is the process genre approach effective in developing/deteriorating Saudi advanced EFL 
undergraduates’ fluency when writing reaction essays?  

2. Method 

2.1 Participants  

Initially, 29 students registered for the level six Eng.316 course. However, towards the mid-point of the semester, 
13 participants withdrew from the course, possibly because they could not handle the requirements of the applied 
teaching approach (i.e., process genre). Demographically, the ages of the remaining 16 participants ranged from 
20 to 29 and the length of their exposure to English ranged from 13 to 16 years. The proficiency level of these 
participants was determined to be advanced, not only because of course requirements (no student is permitted to 
register unless they have already finished five other writing courses), but also because of the participants’ 
academic level, level six. Wolfe-Quintero et al. (1998, p. 9) emphasized that program levels may be, 
developmentally speaking, the best indicators of students’ actual proficiency levels in comparison to other 
proficiency measures. The reason for this is that no student can transfer from their current assigned program 
level to the following level without increasing their current proficiency level. 

2.2 Research Design and Settings 

At the College of Languages and Translation, at Al-Imam Mohammad Ibn Saudi Islamic University, one of the 
researchers was assigned a group of students undertaking an essay writing course (Eng.316) for two hours 
weekly. As it was infeasible to divide this group into two, and thus to recruit a set of people that would serve as a 
control group, a quasi-experimental pre-test and post-test design was deemed the most suitable. The application 
of the experiment spanned one whole semester (approximately four months).  

2.3 Ethical Considerations 

Some ethical considerations were emphasized and addressed in this study. For example, at the beginning of the 
experiment, all participants received detailed instructions on the course’s teaching approach, requirements, 
supplementary materials, the importance of CAF measures for tracing writing development, etc. They were also 
told that their participation is voluntary, and if they decided not to proceed with it, they would be transferred to 
any other writing classes of their choice. Moreover, because participants were instructed to write their names in 
the pre-test and post-test to trace the developments of their writing abilities, they were assured that their names 
will remain confidential. 

2.4 Materials 

The designated writing textbook for this course was ‘Effective Academic Writing 3: The Researched Essay’ by 
Liss and Davis (2012, see Appendix A). The textbook consists of six chapters: The Researched Essay, 
Comparison-Contrast Essays, Cause-and-Effect Essays, Argumentative Essays, Classification Essays, and 
Reaction Essays, and students were only required to study the last three chapters. 

2.5 Teaching Approach and Data Collection Procedures 

In the first lecture with the participants, the writing instructor distributed a course syllabus (see Appendix B) that 
explained in detail the required textbook, the teaching approach (i.e., process genre as described in detail by 
Badger & White, 2000), the supplementary materials, the topics covered, the assignments and activities, the 
distribution of the marks, as well as the test dates. Participants were told that the allocated time for their 
mid-term test would be postponed to the last week before the final exams to serve as a post-test for the 
experiment. At the beginning of the second week lecture, a pre-test was distributed among participants and, for 
fifty minutes, they were required to write a 250-word essay on the question: can children become aggressive as a 
result of playing violent games? Then, each pre-test was photocopied twice, one copy of which was corrected 
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and commented on-in terms of purpose, register, audience, words, phrases, expressions, sentences, format, style, 
grammar, organization, clarity, punctuations-by the instructor, while the other was examined by students’ 
colleagues. After each participant received the two corrected copies of the pre-test the following day, they were 
asked to take into account the identified mistakes/errors and highlighted comments when producing second 
drafts. All of these drafts had to be submitted to the instructor’s mailbox the following day. After applying the 
same types of corrections (i.e., instructor’s and peers’ corrections), the above procedures were repeated for the 
third, fourth, and so on drafts. In each of the following lectures until the end of the experiment, not only were 
participants exposed to simultaneous detailed presentations on the three text types addressed on the course 
(reaction argumentative, and classification), but they were also required to analyze ad hoc samples of these text 
types in terms of purpose, register, audience, words, phrases, expressions, sentences, format, style, grammar, 
organization, clarity, punctuations, and so forth. Following this, at home, participants were required to write a 
new essay on given topics that matched the specified text type on the first week (i.e., six and ten) of each five 
weeks. The text lengths, procedures of writing, editing, revising and submission were similar to those applied to 
the pre-tests.  

In the last week before the final exams, participants undertook their post-test in which a reaction essay question 
(how did you feel after Saudi Arabia allowed women to drive?) should be written in the form of a 250-word 
essay in fifty minutes. 

2.6 Data Analysis 

The total number of essays collected were 45; however, 13 of these were discarded as they belonged to the 
participants who dropped out of the course before undertaking the post-test. The thirty-two essays left were 
analyzed according to 55 CAF indices: syntactic complexity (11 measures), lexical complexity: lexical density (1 
measure), lexical sophistication (5 measures), and lexical variation (19 measures), accuracy (12 measures), and 
fluency (7 measures). For Wolfe-Quintero et al. (1998), the development of the EFL learners’ writing abilities are 
adequately traced using the measures of these constructs and sub-constructs. Table 1 below presents these 
measures in greater detail.  

 

Table 1. Measures of syntactic complexity, lexical complexity, accuracy, and fluency 

Constructs Measures 

Syntactic 
Complexity 

sentence complexity ratio (C/S), T-unit complexity ratio (C/T), complex T-unit ratio (CT/T), dependent clause 
ratio (DC/C), dependent clauses per T-unit (DC/T), coordinate phrases per clause (CP/C), coordinate phrases per 
T-unit (CP/T), sentence coordination ratio (T/S), complex nominals per clause (CN/C), complex nominals per 
T-unit (CN/T), and verb phrases per T-unit (VP/T) 

Lexical Complexity  Density: (LD) 
Sophistication: lexical sophistication-I (LS1), lexical sophistication-II (LS2), verb sophistication-I (VS1), 
corrected VS1 (CVS1), and verb sophistication-II (VS2) 
Variation: number of different words (NDW), NDW (first 50 words) (NDWZ), NDW (expected random 50) 
(NDWERZ), NDW (expected sequence 50) (NDWESZ), type/token ratio (TTR), mean segmental TTR (50) 
(MSTTR), corrected TTR (CTTR), root TTR (RTTR), bilogarithmic TTR (LogTTR), uber index (Uber), lexical 
word variation (LV), verb variation-I (VV1), squared VV1 (SVV1), corrected VV1 (CVV1), verb variation-II 
(VV2), noun variation (NV), adjective variation (AdjV), adverb variation (AdvV), modifier variation (ModV)  

Accuracy  Frequency: errors (E), error-free T-units (EFT), and error-free clauses (EFC) 
Ratio: errors per word (E/W), errors per T-unit (E/T), errors per clause (E/C), error-free T-units per ratio 
(EFT/T), error-free T-units per word (EFT/W), error-free T-units per sentence (EFT/S), error-free clause ratio 
(EFC/C), error-free clauses per T-unit (EFC/T), error-free clauses per sentence (EFC/S) 

Fluency  Frequency: words (W), sentences (S), clauses (C), and T-units (T) 
Ratio: mean length of sentences (W/S), mean length of clauses (W/C), and mean length of t-units (W/T) 

 

Both syntactic and lexical complexities were analyzed automatically using online batch modes: Web-based 
Syntactic Complexity Analyzer (L2SCA [Ai, 2017a]) and Web-based Lexical Complexity Analyzer (LCA [Ai, 
2017b]) (Note 1). Crossley and McNamara (2009, 2014) contended that automatic analysis software programs 
such as those mentioned above, in comparison to human raters who are prone to subjectivity and who require 
time to score, train, and monitor, have not only been developed on sound theoretical approaches, but they also 
offer speed, reliability, and flexibility—elements very important when analyzing written productions 
quantitatively. Not surprisingly, both L2SCA and LCA were found reliable and valid in many studies (e.g., Kim, 
2014; Long & Tabuki, 2014; Lu, 2017; Lorenzo & Rodríguez, 2014; Mazgutova & Kormos, 2015; Tsai, 2013; 
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Yang, 2014; Yoon & Polio, 2014). However, although L2SCA produced the results of 14 measures, W/S, W/C, 
W/T measures were transferred to fluency because Wolfe-Quintero et al. (1998) emphasized that all length 
indices were incapable of explaining how the various production lengths are accomplished. 

The rest of the fluency measures, as well as those for accuracy, were analyzed manually (see Appendices C and 
D) by applying—if needed—the same definitions of production units and syntactic structures used in L2SCA 
(Note 2). The types of errors and mistakes calculated in this research are morphological, spelling, grammatical, 
and capitalization while other types, such as word choice and punctuation were overlooked. The results for all 
constructs’ and sub-constructs’ measures were entered in SPSS and then two comparisons were drawn using one 
statistical test: the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test. In the first comparison, the mean of each measure for each 
construct/sub-construct in the pre-test was compared with the mean of the same measure in the post test. On the 
other hand, in the second comparison, the total mean of all the measures for every construct/sub-construct in the 
pre-test was compared with the total mean of all measures for every construct/sub-construct in the post-test.  

3. Results 

3.1 Syntactic Complexity  

Table 2 presents the syntactic complexity measures’ pre-test and post-test comparison results. 

 

Table 2. Syntactic complexity measures’ pre-test and post-test comparison results 

Syntactic Complexity Measures Tests N Mean Standard deviation Critical value (Z)

C/S Pre-Test 16 2.08 1.07 0.38 
Post-Test 16 2.13 0.92 

VP/T Pre-Test 16 1.92 0.45 1.13 
Post-Test 16 2.48 1.14 

C/T Pre-Test 16 1.55 0.31 1.26 
Post-Test 16 1.89 0.87 

DC/C Pre-Test 16 0.30 0.08 1.61 
Post-Test 16 0.36 0.13 

DC/T Pre-Test 16 0.50 0.24 1.64 
Post-Test 16 0.78 0.58 

T/S Pre-Test 16 2.09 0.16 0.38 
Post-Test 16 2.14 0.35 

CT/T Pre-Test 16 0.40 0.18 1.53 
Post-Test 16 0.49 0.22 

CP/T Pre-Test 16 0.36 0.15 0.15 
Post-Test 16 0.36 0.28 

CP/C Pre-Test 16 0.23 0.10 1.13 
Post-Test 16 0.19 0.14 

CN/T Pre-Test 16 1.68 0.63 0.77 
Post-Test 16 1.48 0.61 

CN/C Pre-Test 16 1.67 0.40 0.76 
Post-Test 16 1.47 0.40 

Syntactic Complexity as a whole Pre-Test 16 11.42 2.68 0.31 
Post-Test 16 12.16 4.29 

Note. (*) indicates the significant results at 0.05, (**) indicates the significant results at 0.01. 

 

The table shows that, in terms of the comparison between the means of each syntactic complexity measure in the 
pre-test and the post-test, there were no statistically significant differences. The table also reveals that, as regards 
the comparison of all syntactic complexity measures’ total means in the pre-test (M = 11.42) with that in the 
post-test (M = 12.16), there was no statistically significant difference (z. value = 0.31). All of these indicate that 
the syntactic complexity of Saudi advanced EFL undergraduates neither developed nor deteriorated, neither 
partially nor as a whole. The construct in participants’ reaction essays was not affected by the application of the 
process genre approach. Figure 1 shows the comparison results for syntactic complexity as a whole. 
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Figure 1. Syntactic complexity as a whole 

 

3.2 Lexical Complexity  

3.2.1 Lexical Density and Sophistication 

Table 3 displays lexical density and sophistication measures’ pre-test and post-test comparison findings.  

 

Table 3. Lexical density and lexical sophistication measures’ pre-test and post-test comparison results 

Lexical Density and Lexical 
Sophistication Measures 

Tests N Mean Standard deviation Critical value (Z) 

LD (Note 3) Pre-Test 16 0.51 0.03 1.47 
Post-Test 16 0.48 0.05 

LS1 Pre-Test 16 0.29 0.10 1.06 
Post-Test 16 0.24 0.07 

LS2 Pre-Test 16 0.19 0.04 0.17 
Post-Test 16 0.19 0.05 

VS1 Pre-Test 16 0.10 0.08 1.44 
Post-Test 16 0.06 0.05 

VS2 Pre-Test 16 0.33 0.37 1.10 
Post-Test 16 0.25 0.50 

CVS1 Pre-Test 16 0.33 0.24 1.10 
Post-Test 16 0.26 0.25 

Lexical Sophistication as a Whole Pre-Test 16 1.25 0.73 1.50 
Post-Test 16 1.02 0.82 

Note. (*) indicates the significant results at 0.05, (**) indicates the significant results at 0.01. 

 

The table shows that across the six measures of the sub-constructs (i.e., lexical density: LD, and lexical 
sophistication: LS1, LS2, VS1, VS2, and CVS1), there were no statistically significant differences between each 
measure’s mean in the pre-test and the post-test. Similarly, there was no statistically significant difference 
between the total means of all the lexical sophistication measures in the pre-test (M = 1.25) and the post-test (M 
= 1.02). The z. value was 1.50. These results mean that the lexical density and lexical sophistication of the Saudi 
advanced EFL undergraduates did not significantly increase/decrease, either partially or as a whole. These 
sub-constructs in participants’ reaction essays were not impacted by the application of the process genre 
approach. Figure 2 presents the comparison results for lexical sophistication as a whole.  
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Figure 2. Lexical sophistication as a whole  

 

3.2.2 Lexical Variation  

Table 4 presents lexical variation measures’ pre-test and post-test comparison findings.  

 

Table 4. Lexical variation measures’ pre-test and post-test comparison results 

Lexical Variation Measures Tests N Mean Standard deviation Critical value (Z) 
NDW Pre-Test 16 104.87 39.93 0.15 

Post-Test 16 110.68 35.36 
NDWZ Pre-Test 16 34.25 3.60 0.79 

Post-Test 16 34.93 3.25 
NDWERZ Pre-Test 16 35.10 3.01 2.48** 

Post-Test 16 37.31 2.03 
NDWESZ Pre-Test 16 34.93 3.14 1.50 

Post-Test 16 36.51 2.27 
TTR Pre-Test 16 0.45 0.06 2.56** 

Post-Test 16 0.51 0.06 
MSTTR Pre-Test 16 0.69 0.06 1.84* 

Post-Test 16 0.72 0.04 
CTTR Pre-Test 16 4.78 0.87 1.37 

Post-Test 16 5.23 0.65 
Uber Pre-Test 16 16.15 2.66 2.53** 

Post-Test 16 18.79 2.51 
LV Pre-Test 16 0.71 0.16 0.62 

Post-Test 16 0.75 0.11 
VV1 Pre-Test 16 11.36 7.18 1.60 

Post-Test 16 16.62 8.14 
SVV1 Pre-Test 16 2.27 0.73 1.60 

Post-Test 16 2.80 0.70 
CVV1 Pre-Test 16 0.58 0.09 3.13** 

Post-Test 16 0.70 0.08 
VV2 Pre-Test 16 0.12 0.04 3.07** 

Post-Test 16 0.19 0.04 
NV Pre-Test 16 0.50 0.13 3.15** 

Post-Test 16 0.67 0.11 
AdjV Pre-Test 16 0.12 0.04 0.00 

Post-Test 16 0.13 0.05 
RTTR Pre-Test 16 6.77 1.23 1.37 

Post-Test 16 7.40 0.93 
LogTTR Pre-Test 16 0.85 0.02 2.45** 

Post-Test 16 0.87 0.01 
AdvV Pre-Test 16 0.06 0.02 1.64 

Post-Test 16 0.08 0.04 
ModV Pre-Test 16 0.20 0.04 0.031 

Post-Test 16 0.20 0.09 
Lexical Variation as a Whole Pre-Test 16 254.83 58.01 0.931 

Post-Test 16 275.20 46.25 
Note. (*) indicates the significant results at 0.05, (**) indicates the significant results at 0.01. 

 

Value (M)Value (M)

Pre-Test Post-Test
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In terms of lexical sophistication, the table presents 19 measures. There were some statistically significant 
differences between the means of NDWERZ (M = 35.10), TTR (M = 0.45), MSTTR (M = 0.69), LogTTR (M = 
0.85), Uber (M= 16.15), CVV1 (M = 0.58), VV2 (M = 0.12), and NV ( M = 0.50) in the pre-test with their 
means in the post-test: NDWERZ (M = 37.31), TTR (M = 0.51), MSTTR (M = 0.72), LogTTR (M = 0.87), Uber 
(M = 18.79), CVV1 (M = 0.70), VV2 (M = 0.19), and NV ( M = 0.67). The z. values were: 2.48, 2.56, 1.84, 2.45, 
2.53, 3.13, 3.07, 3.15, respectively. On the contrary, there was no statistically significant difference between the 
total mean of all measures in the pre-test (M = 254.83) and that in the post-test (M = 275.20). The z. value was 
(0.93). Although there was no significant development/deterioration of lexical variation as a whole in the Saudi 
advanced EFL undergraduates’ productions, the significant increases for some individual measures indicate that 
the sub-construct was partially affected by the application of the process genre approach in the participants’ 
reaction essays. Figure 3 shows the comparison results for lexical variation as a whole.  

 

 

Figure 3. Lexical variation as a whole  

 

3.3 Accuracy  

Table 5 displays accuracy measures for pre-test and post-test comparison findings.  

 

Table 5. Accuracy measures for pre-test and post-test comparison results 

Accuracy Measures Tests N Mean Standard deviation Critical value (Z) 
E Pre-Test  16 15.18 9.34 1.86* 

Post-Test 16 8.68 6.04 
EFT Pre-Test  16 8.74 6.52 0.315 

Post-Test 16 8.31 8.34 
E/T Pre-Test  16 1.06 0.67 1.24 

Post-Test 16 0.85 1.13 
EFT/T Pre-Test  16 0.48 0.24 0.62 

Post-Test 16 0.45 0.29 
EFT/W Pre-Test  16 0.03 0.01 0.10 

Post-Test 16 0.03 0.02 
EFT/S Pre-Test  16 0.59 0.25 0.73 

Post-Test 16 0.51 0.35 
EFC/T Pre-Test  16 0.64 0.39 2.66** 

Post-Test 16 1.10 0.45 
EFC/S Pre-Test  16 0.80 0.46 2.17** 

Post-Test 16 1.26 0.62 
EFC Pre-Test  16 11.37 9.52 2.17** 

Post-Test 16 16.68 11.86 
E/W Pre-Test  16 0.07 0.04 2.48** 

Post-Test 16 0.04 0.02 
E/C Pre-Test  16 0.66 0.41 2.17** 

Post-Test 16 0.38 0.27 
EFC/C Pre-Test  16 0.43 0.29 2.22** 

Post-Test 16 0.63 0.23 
Accuracy as a whole Pre-Test  16 40.11 13.14 0.414 

Post-Test 16 38.98 20.84 
Note. (*) indicates the significant results at 0.05, (**) indicates the significant results at 0.01. 

 

Value (M)

Value (M)

Pre-Test Post-Test
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The table shows that, in terms of the 12 accuracy measures, there were some significant differences between the 
means of some measures: E (M = 15.18), EFC/T (M = 0.64 ), EFC/S (M = 0.80), EFC (M = 11.37), E/W (M = 
0.07), E/C (M = 0.66), and EFC/C (M = 0.43) in the pre-test with those in the post test: E (M= 8.68), EFC/T (M 
= 1.10), EFC/S (M = 1.26), EFC (M = 16.68), E/W (M = 0.04 ), E/C (M = 0.38), and EFC/C (M = 0.63) (Note 4). 
In contrast, the total means of all measures in the pre-test (M = 40.11) was not significantly different from that in 
the post-test (M = 38.98). The z. value was 0.414. These results indicate that, despite accuracy neither 
developing nor deteriorating as a whole in Saudi advanced EFL undergraduates’ writings, the significant 
development of EFC/T, EFC/S, EFC, and EFC/C, and the deterioration of E, E/W, and E/C show that the 
construct in the participants’ reaction productions was partially affected by the process genre approach. Figure 4 
shows the comparison results for accuracy as a whole.  

 

 

Figure 4. Accuracy as a whole 

 

3.4 Fluency 

Table 6 presents the fluency comparison results of the Saudi advanced EFL undergraduates in the pre-test and 
post-test.  

 

Table 6. Fluency measures’ pre-test and post-test comparison results 

Fluency Measures Tests N Mean Standard deviation Critical value (Z) 

W Pre-Test  16 237.43 104.11 0.31 
Post-Test 16 223.50 97.29 

S Pre-Test  16 13.50 5.59 0.02 
Post-Test 16 14.25 11.69 

C Pre-Test  16 24.68 7.79 0.19 
Post-Test 16 25.12 13.30 

T Pre-Test  16 16.25 5.49 0.88 
Post-Test 16 15.62 11.91 

W/S Pre-Test  16 20.36 14.43 0.05 
Post-Test 16 21.42 18.07 

W/T Pre-Test  16 15 5.22 0.20 
Post-Test 16 19.39 18.24 

W/C Pre-Test  16 9.51 2.00 1.11 
Post-Test 16 9.47 3.86 

Fluency as a whole Pre-Test  16 336.75 124.25 0.41 
Post-Test 16 328.79 136.66 

Note. (*) indicates the significant results at 0.05, (**) indicates the significant results at 0.01. 

 

The table shows that, in the first comparison between the means of each of the seven fluency measures (i.e., W, S, 
C, T, W/S, W/T, W/C) in the pre-test with their means in the post-test, there were no statistically significant 
results. Likewise, in the second comparison between the total mean of the constructs for all measures in the 
pre-test with that in the post-test, there were, again, no statistically significant findings. The lack of a significant 
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increase or decrease for the construct indicates that there was no partial or total impact of the process genre 
approach on the fluency of Saudi advanced EFL undergraduate reaction writing. Figure 5 shows the comparison 
results for fluency as a whole.  

 

 

Figure 5. Fluency as a whole 

 

4. Discussion 

In this study, EFL learners’ CAF are explored to discover the role of the process genre approach in developing 
EFL learners’ writing skills. Results strongly suggested that two constructs and sub-constructs (accuracy and 
lexical variation) improved partially, while the rest (syntactic complexity, lexical density, lexical sophistication 
and fluency) showed no improvement. The findings of the study can be discussed in light of the role of task 
complexity along with other factors. Housen and Kuiken (2009) regarded CAF constructs as sufficiently 
important and meaningful indicators that each needed to be assessed as part of task-based research studies. The 
relationship between CAF and task complexity would provide an insight into how to understand why some 
measures increased/decreased as a result of applying the process genre strategy.  

For Skehan and Foster (2001) (Note 5), task complexity is the amount of attention the task demands from the 
participants. Difficult tasks require more attention than easy tasks” (p. 196). According to them, learners make an 
effort during completing a task which causes some aspects of language to receive more attention than others due 
to limitations on attention capacity. Such an effect can be extended to include CAF constructs in the process of 
analyzing writing tasks. The researchers proposed that learners performed better in a simple task than in a 
complex task. Thus, L2 learners’ syntactic complexity, lexical complexity, accuracy, and fluency decreased with 
difficult tasks due to limited processing capacity, which would then generate a trade-off (mainly) between 
complexity and accuracy unless some task intervention is provided (this is known as the Limited Attentional 
Capacity Model [see Note 5]).  

On the other hand, Robinson and Gilabert (2007) (Note 6) predicted that learners performed better in a difficult 
task than in a simple task in which complexity and accuracy both increased, probably at the expense of fluency 
(the Multiple Attention Resources Model [see Note 6]). In this model, Robinson (2003) discussed two 
dimensions for task complexity: resource-directing and resource-dispersing. These dimensions affect learners’ 
performance differently. In the resource-directing dimension, Robinson (2003) proposed that learners’ 
complexity and accuracy increased, and their fluency decreased in the complex task, whereas for Skehan and 
Foster (2001), all CAF constructs would decrease simultaneously. As for the resource-dispersing dimension, both 
researchers in the two models agreed that learners’ CAF would decrease if the task were complex.  

The analysis of tasks in this this study from the perspective of the two previously outlined models reflected some 
incongruity with Skehan and Foster’s model, as well as with that of Robinson’s. Though the task in the current 
study is considered to be an easy task which required learners to write a reaction essay in the pre-and-post-test, it 
was found that, even in the simple task, students had limited attentional capacity, and this led to a trade-off 
between syntactic complexity, lexical density, lexical sophistication, and fluency on one hand, and lexical 
variation and accuracy on the other hand. These results are in line with Alghizzi’s study (2017), which found that 
there was a trade-off between CAF constructs though the task provided was rated as easy. This strongly 
supported the view that EFL learners have limited attentional capacity for both simple and complex tasks. Ellis 
(2005) supported this claim when he suggested that teachers should provide learners with reasonable tasks as this 
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would decrease the attentional load during performance because EFL learners unintentionally focus on some 
aspects of language and neglect others, which is what leads to the trade-off effect. According to Bamanger and 
Gashan (2015), EFL learners are usually in a process of learning which reflects the fact that they have limited 
language proficiency. It is reasonable that they find themselves unable to manage all aspects of language 
production simultaneously, and, furthermore, in a consistent manner. This would explain to some extent learners’ 
decrease/increase in some CAF sub-constructs in this study.  

A thorough examination of each of the CAF constructs can be interpreted according to the circumstances that 
cause them to either increase or decrease. Results yielded from the data analysis indicate that the process genre 
approach has no partial or complete impact on complexity, specifically the syntactic complexity, lexical density 
and lexical sophistication, of advanced Saudi EFL undergraduates. The results seem to be inconsistent with the 
predictions of Badger and White (2000), who point out the valuable impact of the approach for improving 
learners’ writing skills. Bamanger and Gashan (2015) explained EFL learners’ failure to improve in the 
complexity construct by suggesting that they might not tend to focus on meaning in order to plan the content of 
their performance and thus fail to produce more complex language. The learners’ emphasis during performing 
the writing task is restricted to excessive attention to grammar and structure. According to Bamanger and Gashan 
(2015), producing complex language depends heavily on the focus on meaning. However, it has been shown that 
Saudi EFL learners lack such an element when they are involved in the writing process. For them, pre-task 
planning time facilitates the processing and planning of the content and the organization of the output.  

Ellis (2003) suggested that setting can be considered a factor for developing/deteriorating CAF constructs. 
Task-based studies (e.g., Alavi, 2017; Rusinovci, 2015; Susser, 1994) that failed to evidence improvement in 
some CAF constructs reported that the testing context had a significant impact on learners’ performance. As a 
matter of fact, when learners feel that they are being tested, a feeling of anxiety may contaminate the results such 
that some CAF constructs developed/deteriorated more than others. Ellis (2003) maintained that, when learners 
feel that they are being tested, this might unconsciously lead them to concentrate more on the accuracy of 
language at the expense of fluency and complexity.  

Given that CAF have already been documented to be the most reliable indicators of language proficiency and 
language development, the present findings showed that the process genre approach did not yield any noticeable 
impact on EFL learners’ fluency. This is somewhat contradictory to what other researchers found (Badiaa, 2016; 
Garnica & Torres, 2015; Gashout, 2014; Rusinovci, 2015; Susser, 1994; Voon Foo, 2007), as they supported the 
role of the process genre approach in improving EFL learners’ writing skills. Skehan and Foster (1999) claimed 
that achieving development in CAF constructs depends on the requirements of a task. They believe that it is 
sometimes difficult to strike a balance between these three constructs (CAF) because of different task demands. 
For instance, some tasks require a focus on structure to enhance accuracy, while others put more emphasis on 
time in order to improve fluency. It is, therefore, the teachers’ responsibility to prepare a task wherein there 
exists a sort of balance and an appropriate foundation for improving the CAF constructs consistently. In addition, 
Alavi (2017) emphasized that the purpose of the task plays a significant role in improving learners’ fluency, for 
example, a picture writing task is more appropriate for enhancing fluency while a topic writing task can be the 
best method for improving accuracy. Thus, it is the instructor’s responsibility to choose the appropriate task for 
improving CAF constructs.  

Bamanger and Gashan (2015) claimed that EFL learners’ fluency can be fostered when learners are given some 
time to prepare before performing a task. Ellis (2003) stated that, when EFL learners are given pre-task planning 
time, they can invest their time to plan and outline their ideas smoothly. This would significantly reduce the 
excessive writing load and the difficulties which accompany it. There is no doubt that this approach would help 
learners to produce well-organized content. Such a claim would explain to some extent the reasons for the failure 
of the process genre approach to develop fluency of the EFL learners, since they were not given any extra time 
for preparation before performing some writing tasks. 

The present study has shown only a partial impact of the process genre approach on Saudi advanced EFL 
undergraduates’ reactions, production accuracy, and lexical variation. Most of the previously mentioned findings 
showed that the process genre approach was meaningfully effective in developing the writing skills of EFL 
learners (e.g., Arteaga-Lara, 2017; Handayani & Siregar, 2013; Tuyen, Osman, Dan, & Ahmad, 2016; Voon, 
2007; Zhang, 2018). Such partial evidence can be supported by the recent research findings that advocate 
activating the use of the process genre approach to improve learners’ CAF constructs. For example, Arteaga-Lara 
(2017) examined the effectiveness of the process genre approach in developing fourth grade EFL learners’ 
written narrative paragraphs. The researcher used a pre-test-post-test design to collect his data. The results of the 
post-test showed that the process genre approach was extremely capable of generating improvement in EFL 
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learners. 

It can be concluded from the aforementioned results that the effectiveness of the process genre approach is 
somehow restricted to certain measures within some constructs. Such findings can be somewhat attributed to 
some participants’ characteristics. It seems that those participants were possibly not risk-takers in the sense that 
they did not try to produce complex syntactic structures, densify their vocabulary or even write sophisticated 
words. Their chief concern seemed to be accurate production with varied word choices. Another possible reason 
for the findings is that, during the application of the process genre approach, we focused on correcting students’ 
writing based on criteria such as organization, clarity, grammar, spelling, capitalization, word choice, 
punctuation, and style, which students would be evaluated against in the final writing exam. Alghizzi (2011, 
2012) found that EFL instructors played a major role in terms of the types of mistakes/errors their students would 
mostly likely identify and correct. Thus, such a factor may be the reason why students only developed partially 
in terms of accuracy and lexical variation. In other words, because their instructor focused on grammar and word 
choice, students intentionally tried to produce accurate and varied words in their reaction essay. Further research 
should be conducted by applying the process genre approach to different text types, proficiency levels, and 
specific and general CAF measures, and should involve restricting the correction of and comments on students’ 
writing to CAF constructs/sub-constructs.  

5. Conclusion  

In summary, the findings of this study were somewhat contradictory to the previous findings of related studies 
that supported the effectiveness of the process genre approach (e.g., Badger & White, 2000; Garnica & Torres, 
2015; Handayani & Siregar, 2013; Tuyen, Osman, Dan, & Ahmad, 2016). This study provided conclusive 
evidence for the approach not being fully efficient in developing EFL learners’ CAF. It was found that there was 
neither a partial nor complete impact of the process genre approach on Saudi advanced EFL undergraduates’ 
syntactic complexity, lexical density, lexical sophistication and fluency in reaction essays. Moreover, there was 
only a partial impact of the process genre approach on Saudi advanced EFL undergraduates’ reactions, 
production accuracy, and lexical variation. An important implication that can be drawn from this conclusion is 
that learners’ development in CAF constructs is undeniably a dynamic and complicated process, which would 
offer some valuable insights into the field of L2 writing. Such a dynamic process can be fostered by employing a 
range of effective writing approaches and strategies to scaffold EFL learners’ progress in writing skills. More 
importantly, during the preparation of what is thought to be an appropriate teaching approach, it is important to 
measure the complexity of a task in order to attain a considerable improvement in CAF constructs, both 
simultaneously and equally.  

In the endeavor of EFL writing instructors to improve their craft, they almost always search for an ultimate 
teaching approach that will help develop their students’ writing abilities, regardless of the text types they are 
required to study, the learning environments (i.e., traditional, blended, and distance) they are exposed to, or even 
their proficiency levels. Many instructors’, as well as researchers’, understanding of the progression of the 
writing skill approaches starting from the product approach to the process genre approach led to their inevitable 
conclusion that only the latter is the most effective. 

Therefore, we believe that an artificial view of a particular writing approach is not only ineffective, but will 
eventually minimize the application of other approaches which may have far greater potential in improving EFL 
students’ writing skills. In order to reconceptualize our understanding of the effectiveness of all writing 
approaches, we call upon researchers to take the above into consideration while revisiting the other approaches, 
incorporating different analyses of various text types, proficiency levels, and CAF measures. We believe that it is 
only at this time that EFL writing instructors will be able to determine what, when, how, and for whom a certain 
writing approach is effective. Finally, with the limitations of the study in terms of the recruitment of a limited 
number of participants, the exclusion of a control group comparison, and the involvement of one of the 
researchers in teaching and rating the participants’ written productions, we suggest that the replicate studies of 
this topic address all of these issues. By doing such, we believe that the generalizability as well as the reliability 
scopes will be increased.  
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Notes 

Note 1. Both online batch modes are user-friendly versions of the original versions developed by Xiaofei Lu (see 
Lu, 2010, 2012). 

Note 2. The definitions of the production units and the syntactic structures used in the L2SCA software are 
explained in Lu’s (2010, pp. 9–13) article. 

Note 3. Since there is only one measure of lexical density, an increase in the construct would indicate an increase 
in the whole sub-construct and vice versa. 

Note 4. In all of the measures of syntactic complexity, lexical density, sophistication, variation, fluency, and in 
only eight measures of accuracy (i.e., EFT, EFT/T, EFT/W, EFT/S, EFC/T, EFC/S, EFC/C, and EFC), an 
increase indicates an increase in the constructs/sub-constructs and a decrease shows a decrease in the 
constructs/sub-constructs. Yet, in the other measures of accuracy (i.e., E, E/T, E/W, E/C), there is a reversed 
result. The increase in these measures indicates a decrease in the construct, and a decrease shows an increase in 
the construct. 

Note 5. For more details about Skehan and Foster’s model, see Skehan and Foster (1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 
2012). 

Note 6. Robinson’s model is discussed in more detail in the following (Robinson, 2001a, 2001b, 2003, 2005, 
2007, 2011a, 2011b, 2015; see also Baralt, Gilabert, & Robinson, 2014; Robinson & Gilabert, 2007). 
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Appendix B  

Writing Course Syllabus 
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Appendix C 

Writing Skills Pre-Test 
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Appendix D 

Writing Skills Post-Test 
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